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UCD3138 E-Metering Solution 

 High Voltage Controller Solution 

1 Introduction: 
 
The real-time energy consumption measurement, including input real power and input RMS current measurement for off-
line power supplies, is becoming ever more important nowadays. Traditionally the input power and current are measured by 
a dedicated power metering chip and extra sensing circuit. While the power metering chip proved to be sufficient, it adds 
extra cost and design effort. TI has developed an e-metering solution using the digital PFC controller UCD3138. This 
method uses the same existing PFC hardware, with simple two point calibration and optimized mathematical calculations. It 
significantly reduces the cost and design effort, and has no impact on normal PFC control. This application note summarizes 
how to use UCD3138 E-metering. 

 

2 ADC assignment: 
 
To get accuracy Pin measurement, Vin and Iin need to be sampled at the same time. UCD3138 provides dual sample 
and hold capability in which two channels can be configured to do sample at the same time. Here is the recommend 
configuration: 
 
AD_00: Vac line 
AD_02: Iin 
AD_04: Vac neutral 
 
Only 4 channels can be measured every 20us. If there are more than 4 channels needs to be measured in 20us, Vac line, Vac 
neutral and Iin need to be measured every time, the other channels can share the 4th sequence of the ADC measurement.   
 

3 E-metering calibration: 
 

Both Vin and Iin sense circuit need to be calibrated before using e-metering function. The Vin sense circuit is quite simple, 
it can be just a voltage divider as shown in Figure 1. There are usually clamp diodes to protect ADC pins, the reverse 
leakage current of the diodes will affect ADC measurement accuracy. Make sure to choose the diodes with low reverse 
leakage current. 

 
Figure 1. Input voltage sense circuit 
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For Iin sense, this method is based on using current shunt and amplifier. A low temperature coefficient current shunt and 
low offset amplifier is recommended.  
  
Only 2 calibration points are needed. Follow these steps for e-metering calibration: 

1. emi_discharge_resistance: EMI discharger resistor (Kohm). If there no such resistor, put R=10000 
2. emi_capacitance: the toal capacitance of EMI filter (include the one right after bridge rectifier) (nF) 
3. ac_frequency: input AC frequency (Hz) 
4. Turn on PFC with 115V and 10% load, then wait for 30 seconds 
5. Record the RMS value of input current Iin (mA), represented as ‘step5’ 
6. Record the RMS value of input voltage Vin (V) 
7. Read iv.iin_filtered from UCD3138, depicted as ‘step7’ 
8. Read iv.iin_squared_filtered from UCD3138, represented as ‘step8’ 
9. Read iv.vin_squared_filtered from UCD3138, represented as ‘step9’ 
10. Keep Vin at 115V, increase load to 80% load, then wait for 30 seconds 
11. Record the RMS value of input current Iin (mA), represented as ‘step11’ 
12. Read iv.iin_filtered from UCD3138, represented as ‘step12’ 
13. Read iv.iin_squared_filtered from UCD3138, represented as ‘step13’ 
14. Set iv.ipm_filter_shift = 11 
15. a = step8 / 2iv.ipm_filter_shift 
16. b = step7 / 2iv.ipm_filter_shift 
17. c = step13 / 2iv.ipm_filter_shift 
18. d = step12 / 2iv.ipm_filter_shift 

19. 
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21. x: the slope of current sensor, it is calculated as:  

x = sqrt((a*e - c*e - 2*b*d*e + 2*d^2*e - a*f + 2*b^2*f + c*f - 2*b*d*f - 2*sqrt((b - d)^2*(d^2*e^2 - 2*b*d*e*f + 
c*e*(-e + f) + f*(a*e - a*f + b^2*f))))/(a^2 + c*(4*b^2 + c - 4*b*d) - 2*a*(c + 2*(b - d)*d))); 
 

22. y: the offset of current sensor, it is calculated as: 
y = -((x*(d^2*e + b^2*f - b*d*(e + f) + sqrt((b - d)^2*(d^2*e^2 - 2*b*d*e*f + c*e*(-e + f) + f*(a*e - a*f + 
b^2*f)))))/((b - d)*(e - f))); 

 
23. The calculated x and y are decimal. To maintain enough accuracy in the calculations, the small decimal values are 

multiplied by 2N and then rounded to the closest integer. For example, if the current sense slope and offset for a 
PFC are calculated as: 

 
x = 1.59 
y = 229.04 

 
x will be multiplied by 28 and rounded to 407, y will be multiplied by 20. The following variables are 
defined: 
 
iin_slope = 407; 
iin_slope_shift = 8; 
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iin_offset = 229; 
iin_offset_shift = 0; 
 

24. The slope of voltage sensor is calculated as 
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25. The offset of voltage sensor is zero 
26. The calculated z is decimal. To maintain enough accuracy in the calculations, the decimal values is multiplied by 

2N and then rounded to the closest integer. For example, if the voltage sensor slope for a PFC is calculated as: 
 

z = 0.09863 
 
z will be multiplied by 210 and rounded to 101. The following variables are defined: 

 
vin_slope = 101; 
vin_slope_shift = 10; 
vin_offset = 0; 
vin_offset_shift = 0; 

 
27. After calibration, assign these calibrated values to the corresponding global variables.  
28. Make sure iin_slope_shift and vin_slope_shift are not bigger than 10 (avoid calculation overflow).  

 

4 Store calibrated parameters into datafalsh 
 
The calibrated values need to be stored in dataflash. The dataflash is separated into several sections, one section 
is used to store the PFC configuration parameters, such as PID coefficients. Another section is used to store the 
e-metering calibration parameters. In addition, a copy of them are also stored in other sections. During PFC 
power up, it will first read configuration parameters from dataflash and configure PFC control parametrers, then 
it will read e-metering calibration parameters for e-metering measurement. During firmware downloading, user 
can choose to download the whole dataflash, or just download a specific section. For example, the PFC firmware 
may need to be updated, the new firmware may has new PID coefficients, at the same time the e-metering 
calibration parameters need to be maintained. In this case, user can choose only download the sections in 
dataflash which contains PID coefficients, the other sections will be unchanged.  UCD3XXX GUI supports this 
feature. 
 

4.1 UCD3XXX Device GUI – Firmware download 
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4.1.1 Data flash download options 
 
There are three options regarding downloading of data flash.   
 
The option “Download data flash” writes the data flash portion defined in the .x0 file to the data flash location on 
the device.  Before the writing of data flash, a mass erase is issued where all the pages are cleared 
simultaneously.   
 
The option “Erase data flash” simply issues the mass erase without downloading the .x0 file. 
 
The second option is “Download partial.”    For this case the user must specify an initial start page index and a 
final page index of the pages defined in their .x0 they wish to download.  The data flash pages outside the range 
of these indices on the device will not be edited.   

 

4.1.2 Download partial flash clarification 
 
Erase time: Before the continuous set of pages (defined by the start and final page indices) are written, the page 
erase command is issued sequentially beginning with the “Start page.”  This erase is done sequentially, one page 
at a time, including the appropriate wait time after a page erase has been issued.  Therefore, if there are 10 pages 
and “y” is the wait time per page erase, then the total wait time needed would be 10y.  For the first option above, 
the wait time is only “y”, as the mass erase applies a simultaneous erase to all the pages as opposed to the 
sequential erase in this option. 
 
Identifying the pages: Once the data flash beginning address, and the address of the data variables with their 
respective data lengths are known then finding the start page index and final page index for a partial download 
can be found as follows: 
 
Start_page_index = (data_variables_begin_address – data_flash_begin_address)/0x20  
Final_page_index = Start_page_index + (sum_of_data_lengths/0x20) -1 
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Note: usually the data that is being partially downloaded to the device is defined in the firmware along page 
boundaries. 
 

4.1.3 Helpful tools 
The “Memory Peek/Poke” tool is helpful for observing the flash. 
 

 
 
After the user specifies the begin and end address they can view the flash contents in the “Memory Dump” tab. 
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In the image above the data flash(0x18800-0x18FFF for UCD3138) was set initially to all 0xAA.  Then a data 
flash partial download was done where the start and final page indices were defined to be 3 and 7 respectively.   
 
Note: To set the data flash to 0xAA click the 0xAA link found in the “Flash” tab as shown below: 
 

 
 
. 

4.2 MFR GUI - Firmware download 
 
The partial download feature described above is also supported in the MFR GUI.  Both firmware download 
tasks, namely Firmware_Download_via_Rom and Firmware_Update, have support for partial download of the 
data flash.  Below displays the related properties to be set if data flash download option “Partial” is selected. 
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5 Send calibration parameters to UCD3138 through PMBus 
 
It is customer’s choose of how to send the calibrated parameters to UCD3138 in mass production. One example 
is: if the calibration equipment is on PFC side, the calibrated parameter can be sent to UCD3138 through 
PMBus. Click on ‘SMBus Debug’ in Device GUI. 
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Follow below steps filled in associated information  

 

After click the “Send” button, the latest e-metering parameters will successfully update to RAM and store into 
the data flash.  
 
Verify to see if the update the e-metering coefficients is successful. 

a. Click on read byte and command is still 0Xd1 
b. The return data shows the status of update e-metering 

i. 00 – update flash and ram successful  
ii. 01 – input emetering coefficients number of byte is incorrect 

iii. 10 – input number of byte is correct, but update data flash is unsuccessful 
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6 Send calibration parameters to UCD3138 through UART 
If calibration equipment is on the DC/DC side, the calibration parameter can be sent to UCD3138 via UART. 
The following 7 steps show the process of doing calibration in secondary side. 
 

1. Secondary side(MFR GUI)send a command(0x01) to Primary side via UART, that requests primary 
send e‐meter data for calibration. Here is the data format between primary side and secondary 
side through UART. Each package data contains header, command, 8 bytes valid data, and 
checksum. 

              
2. After receiving the calibration request, primary side will send out the related data to secondary 

side. There are 3 variables needs to be sent out, and 2 of them are 8 bytes, one variable is 4 bytes. 

Since each package of data only contains 8 bytes valid data, so secondary side will send 3 times for 

all data. 

 

Here is the data that secondary side sent to primary side:  

a. Group 1: (CMD: 0X10) 

o unsigned long long vin_squared_filtered; //8bytes  
b. Group 2: (CMD: 0X11) 
o Uint32 iin_filtered;                      //4bytes 

c. Group 3: (CMD: 0X12) 
o unsigned long long iin_squared_filtered; //8bytes 

 

Here is the format for each package. Byte 2 is the most significant byte, and byte 9 is the least 

significant byte. 
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3. If secondary receive incorrect data, it should goes back to step1, request again. Otherwise, go 

ahead with the following step. 

4. E‐meter parameter will be calculated by MFR GUI in secondary side, then those data will be 

transferred to primary side via UART. The emeter parameter will be divided into 3 groups, each 

group contains slop and slope_shift value. It is also necessary to send 3 times to transfer all of the 

data. 

a. Group 1: (CMD:100) 

  Uint32 vin_slope; 
  Uint32 vin_slope_shift; 

b. Group 2: (CMD:101) 

Uint32 iin_slope; 
Uint32 iin_slope_shift; 

c. Group 3: (CMD:102) 

  Uint32 iin_offset; 
  Uint32 iin_offset_shift; 

       As for vin_offset and vin_offset_shift are always 0, so there is no need to transfer those variables. 
Here is the format for each package: 

 
 

5. After primary side got the correct data, then store it into data flash.  

6. In order to make sure that the data stored in data flash is correct, primary side will send the values 

programmed in data flash to secondary side.  

7. Secondary side check the value to see if it is correct, if no, then go back to step 4. 

7 Current Sense Circuit Phase Shift Compensation 
Due to the low pass filter in current sense circuit, the measured current signal is delayed and out of phase with 
actual current, an example is shown in figure  below: 
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Channel 2 is signal comes out of current shunt. Channel 1 is current sense signal connected to ADC. It has about 
220μs phase delay. To compensate this delay, set: 
 

iv.ipm_buff_delay = 11; //220/20=11 
 
 

8 EMI resistance 
Measure the resistance from AC input to the point where AC voltage is sampled. It is usually very small value, 
make sure you use kelvin sensing measurement.  

 
emi_resistance = 20;//the total resistance of EMI filter in mohm 

 

9 Integrate e_metering() function in your project 

9.1 call input_power_measurement() from standard interrupt  

9.2 call e-metering() from background loop in main.c 
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The e_metering() function in main.c actually contains three sub-functions, with pmbus_handler() in between. 
Make sure you have pmbus_handler() in your code. If not, instead of calling e_metering(),  you can call 
input_voltage_calculation(), input_current_calculation(),  input_power_calculation() separately. 
 

void e_metering(void) 
{ 
 input_voltage_calculation(); 
 
 pmbus_handler(); 
 
 input_current_calculation(); 
 
 pmbus_handler(); 
 
 input_power_calculation(); 
} 
 

10 E-metering execution and response time 
 
The execution time for input_power_measurement() is about 4.54us. The e_metering() function is called in 
background loop, its execution time is not critical, it will not affect PFC control. 
 
It needs a little time for e-metering to measure Vin, Iin, Pin information and then calculate RMS value. In 
general, the e-metering can report the correct value very fast. In the extreme case, for example transient response, 
the e-metering will takes a longer time to report the accurate new value. Here is the response time measured from 
TI EVM at extreme transient response condition (the operation condition change is a jump, with almost infinite 
slew rate): 
 

  from jump to time takes to report correct value 

Vin 
115V 220V 180ms 
220V 115V 175ms 

Iin 
15% 85% 110ms 
85% 15% 198ms 

Pin 
15% 85% 216ms 
85% 15% 220ms 

  

11 Variable definition 
 
There is a struct define in variables.h. The first part of the variables are reserved for e-metering, please do not 
change or modify. If you want to add new variables in this struct, please add in the bottom.  

 
struct INTERRUPT_VARIABLES 
{ 
 //stuff for ADC measurement 
 Uint32 adc_raw[NUMBER_OF_ADC_CHANNELS_ACTIVE]; 
 Uint32 adc_avg[NUMBER_OF_ADC_CHANNELS_ACTIVE]; 
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 //stuff for Iin 
 Uint32 iin_raw; 
 Uint32 iin_filtered; 

Uint32 iin_filtered_reporting; 
 Uint32 iin_squared; 
 unsigned long long iin_squared_filtered; 

unsigned long long iin_squared_filtered_reporting; 
    
 //stuff for Vin 
 Uint32 vin_raw; 
 Uint32 vin_sum; 
 Uint32 vin_filtered; 

Uint32 vin_filtered_reporting; 
 Uint32 vin_average; 
 Uint32 vin_squared; 
 Uint32 vin_squared_slow_average; 
 Uint32 vin_squared_average; 
 unsigned long long vin_squared_filtered; 

unsigned long long vin_squared_filtered_reporting; 
 
 //stuff for pin 
 Uint32 pin_raw; 
 unsigned long long pin_filtered; 

unsigned long long pin_filtered_reporting; 
 
 Uint32 ipm_filter_shift; 
 Uint32 half_cycle_counter_filtered; 
 Uint16 cir_buff[64]; //64buffer for vin 
 Uint8 ipm_buff_delay; //Iin_sense has delay, to sompensate that, delay vac_sense for accurate input power 
measurement 
 Uint8 ipm_pointer;//pointer for current used measurement for IPM compensation 
 
/****** IN THIS STRUCT, DO NOT ADD ANY NEW VARIABLES ABOVE THIS LINE ************/ 
/******* you can add new variable or delete variable from here after *******************************/ 
… 
… 
… 

} 
 

I. These global variables are used in ipm.lib, do not modify: 

Input parameters  bit(Value range)  description 

Uint32 iin_raw 12 ADC measurement result for Iin 

Uint32 vin_raw; 12 ADC measurement result for Vin 

Uint32 half_cycle_counter_filtered; 32 how many 100us intervals in half AC cycle 

Uint16 cir_buff[64];  12 buffer for vin ADC measurement 

Uint8 emi_pointer;  6 pointer to the buffer 

Uint32 ipm_filter_shift; 
4 Recommend ipm_filter_shift  = 11  
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EXTERN Uint32 emi_capacitance; 
  

the total capacitance of EMI filter(include 
the one right after bridge rectifier) in nF 

EXTERN Uint32 emi_resistance; 
   the total resistance of EMI filter in mohm 

EXTERN Uint32 emi_discharge_resistance; 
  

discharge resistor in EMI filter in Kohm, put 
10000 if there is no such resistor 

EXTERN Uint32 iin_slope; 10 calibration value 

EXTERN Uint32 iin_slope_shift; 4 calibration value 

EXTERN Uint32 iin_offset; 10 calibration value 

EXTERN Uint32 iin_offset_shift; 4 calibration value 

EXTERN Uint32 vin_slope; 10 calibration value 

EXTERN Uint32 vin_slope_shift; 4 calibration value 

EXTERN Uint32 vin_offset; 10 calibration value 

EXTERN Uint32 vin_offset_shift;  4 calibration value 

       

Output parameters  bit(Value range)  description 

EXTERN Uint32 iin_rms; 16 Iin RMS value (mA) 

EXTERN Uint32 pin; 32 Pin value (0.1W) 

EXTERN Uint32 vin_rms; 16 Vin RMS value (V) 

        

Intermedia parameters     description 

Uint32 iin_filtered;    intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 

Uint32 iin_squared;    intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 

unsigned long long iin_squared_filtered;    intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 

Uint32 iin_filtered_reporting;   intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 

Uint32 vin_filtered_reporting;   intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 

Uint32 pin_filtered_reporting;   intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 
unsigned long long 
iin_squared_filtered_reporting;   intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 
unsigned long long 
vin_squared_filtered_reporting;   intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 

Uint32 vin_filtered;    intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 

Uint32 vin_squared;    intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 

unsigned long long vin_squared_filtered;    intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 

Uint32 pin_raw;    intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 

unsigned long long pin_filtered;    intermediate variable, only used in ipm.lib 
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